Differential interaction of the dual alpha tropomyosin/N5 enhancer with multiple DNA binding proteins: N5 is a putative novel z-ZIP DNA binding protein.
The alpha tropomyosin (TM)/N5 enhancer is an SV40-like mammalian enhancer comprised of a 99 bp repeat with modular cis-acting regulatory elements exhibiting apparent hierarchical organization. The enhancer differentially regulates the alpha TM and N5 transcription units which exhibit distinct tissue-specific expression patterns and interacts with multiple myotube-associated nuclear DNA binding proteins that varied in size and amount. To further characterize the interaction with multiple myotube nuclear factors, comparative southwestern blot analyses were done with a panel of strategic DNA probes representative of modular enhancer sequences in the alpha TM/N5 enhancer and respective alpha TM and N5 promoter regions. Results demonstrate that multiple DNA binding proteins, which vary in size and amount, can interact with a particular enhancer modular sequence (delimited to 18 bp- to 38 bp-long); and that likewise, a DNA binding protein can bind specifically to different DNA enhancer modular sequences with apparent different affinities. Results also demonstrate DNA binding proteins that differentially bind to both enhancer modular sequences and respective promoter regions supporting a putative parsimonious mechanism for the approximation of enhancer and promoter elements as an alternative to the multi-protein stereospecific enhancer complex. Cogent to this interesting "head to head"/shared enhancer gene arrangement, we investigated the primary structure of the "other" transcription unit, N5. Nucleotide sequence analysis of the N5 cDNA reveals that it is a putative DNA binding protein representing a new structural class of transcription factors exhibiting a novel combinatorial motif: single zinc finger (DNA-binding)-leucine zipper (dimerization)--making it a z-ZIP instead of a b-ZIP (basic region/leucine zipper) protein.